Foreign Travel on Sponsored Projects

1) Is your trip funded by the Department of Defense (DOD)?
   - Yes: You may only fly with a U.S. carrier.
   - No: Proceed to question 2.

2) Is your trip funded by a non-DOD federal agency? Fund codes for federal chartstrings are 610, 611, 620 & 621.
   - Yes: A) You may fly with a U.S., European Union, Icelandic or Norwegian carrier. B) You may fly with a foreign carrier on a limited basis. Proceed to question 3.
   - No: U.S. and foreign carriers are allowed on trips funded by non-federal agencies. Fund codes for non-federal chartstrings are 630, 640 & 650.

3) Your trip is funded by a non-DOD federal agency. Are you traveling between the U.S. and Australia? Or between the U.S. and Japan? Or between the U.S and Switzerland?
   - Yes: A) You may fly with a U.S, European Union, Icelandic or Norwegian carrier. B) If there is not a city-pair for the route, * you may fly with an Australian carrier between the U.S. and Australia; or you may fly with a Japanese carrier between the U.S. and Japan; or you may fly with a Swiss carrier between the U.S. and Switzerland.
   - No: You may fly with a foreign carrier to other destinations on a limited basis. Proceed to question 4.

4) Your trip is funded by a non-DOD federal agency. Are you traveling between any two points outside of the U.S.?
   - Yes: A) You may fly with a U.S. European Union, Australian, Icelandic, Japanese, Norwegian or Swiss carrier.
   - No: A) You may fly with a U.S. air carrier. B) Use of a foreign carrier not defined in this chart is not allowed.